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            Where Are Facelift Scars?
          

          Published: March 13, 2024

				
        

				
											
As the years go by, we begin to notice visible signs of aging. We start to have concerns about sagging skin, wrinkles, and loss of elasticity. A facelift addresses these concerns and restores a more youthful and elegant facial profile. At PERK Plastic Surgery, one of the most common questions we encounter about facelifts is related to the...
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            How Long Does a Neck Lift Last?
          

          Published: February 21, 2024

				
        

				
											
As we gracefully navigate through the passage of time, our neck often becomes a focal point for the visible signs of aging. The once taut and defined contours may gradually succumb to the effects of aging, leading to concerns about sagging skin, jowls, wrinkles, and diminished elasticity. A neck lift, a transformative cosmetic procedure, offers a...
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One of the first questions that come to mind when considering a facelift and/or neck lift is: "How much should I expect to spend?" While we can't provide you with an exact figure without a personalized consultation, we can shed light on seven key factors that influence pricing.



1. Skin Quality & Laxity



The quality and laxity of your...
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If Sarah Jessica Parker swears by it, there must be something to it! In a recent interview withReal Simple magazine, the gorgeous as ever ‘Sex and the City’ star revealed that Sofwave isone of the select few anti-aging approaches that she incorporates in her minimalist beautyregimen. Instead of injectables or invasive procedures, SJP leans...
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            Tart Cherries Will Sweeten Your Surgical Recovery
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Tart cherries are clinically proven to be an incredible supplement for reducing inflammation. The incorporation of tart cherries in your diet pre and post-surgery will help with inflammation, sleep, and blood pressure control.



The key supernutrient in tart cherries is anthocyanins. This powerful antioxidant is what gives plants and fruits...
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Multiple studies have shown that keeping your blood sugar well controlled improves wound healing and decreases wound healing complications. Consistently high blood glucose affects the microcirculation of blood flow and decreases the amount of oxygen delivered to the wound. This is especially important for patients who have diabetes since stable...
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Every operation creates wounds. When the post-operative healing process begins, your body will depend upon the necessary nutrients and building blocks to repair those surgical wounds. The human body’s natural ability to heal itself involves a marvelous and intricate process that ultimately results in new tissue formation and extracellular...
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If you’re familiar with the world of aesthetic surgery, chances are you’ve heard about the miracles of fat grafting. Fat grafting is a common staple in the operating room for face, breast, and body procedures. Dr. Michelle Lee––the founder of our world-famous, Beverly Hills-based luxury cosmetic practice, PERK plastic...
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            The Best Gift for Dad – Father’s Day 2022
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What Dads really want this Father’s Day… as told by a Dad himself!



Everyone wants youthful, healthy skin––including all of the Dads out there––according to this full-time father and content creator, Bryan Elliott, in his Inc. Magazine article, “10 Things in 2022 Dad Might Actually Want This Year on Father's Day: A list of really...
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While breast augmentation typically brings an increased sense of self-confidence and an enhanced set of wardrobe options, there are cases where the procedure’s results do not meet the patient’s expectations. All bodies are different, and some may not experience an ideal response to the placement of foreign materials in the breast capsules....
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				Watch Beverly Hills Plastic Surgeon Dr. Michelle Lee on the Dr. 90210 TV Show on E!
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        Tel 310 • 881 • 8703
        Beverly Hills Office:

        9777 Wilshire Blvd. Suite #711 Beverly Hills, CA 90212
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